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Abstract
Wilson’s (1994) bit-register memory scheme was incorporated into the XCS classifier system and investigated in a series of non-Markov environments. Two extensions to the scheme
were important in obtaining near-optimal performance in the harder environments. The
first was an exploration strategy in which exploration of external actions was probabilistic
as in Markov environments, but internal “actions” (register settings) were selected deterministically. The second was use of a register having more bit-positions than were strictly
necessary to resolve environmental aliasing. The origins and effects of the two extensions
are discussed.
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1 Introduction
The learning capabilities of adaptive agents are related to their perception of the environment. There are cases in which the agent’s immediate sensations provide all the information
that is necessary to choose the best action in every situation. Such an environment is said
to be Markov. When the agent’s sensations convey only partial information about the environment, there may be different situations that appear identical to the agent but require
different actions to behave optimally. When this happens the agent cannot decide on the
best action by considering only its current sensory inputs. Such an environment is said to
be non-Markov and the agent is said to suffer from a perceptual aliasing problem.
A very simple example of perceptual aliasing is the following (Lin, 1993). Imagine a gift
packing task in which a gift must be placed in an initially closed box after which the box is
wrapped. Initially the box is closed with no gift inside and must be opened and filled. Later,
with the gift inside and again closed, it must be wrapped. In both cases, the agent’s sensors
see a closed box, but the actions called for are different. The environment is non-Markov.
Note that the Markov/non-Markov distinction depends greatly on the agent’s sensors.
Environments can be “made” Markov if there are enough sensors. In the gift packing task,
we might give the agent the ability to weigh the box so that it can sense whether a closed
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box is empty or not. The environment becomes Markov. Thus, it is not the environment
itself that is Markov or non-Markov but the environment as sensed by the system. When
referring to an environment as Markov or non-Markov, we mean the environment as
observed through the system’s sensors.

Holland’s classifier system has an internal message list, where the system can, in principle, store information from previous time-steps that can be reused on later time steps. Thus,
the system should be able to exploit the message list to solve problems that require internal
memory, e.g., non-Markov environments. Up to now, however, Holland’s system has shown
only limited success on non-Markov problems (Robertson and Riolo, 1988; Smith, 1994).
Wilson (1995) introduced a simplified classifier system model, XCS, that has been
shown to reach optimal performance in Markov problems but does not have any form
of internal memory. Accordingly, XCS does not learn optimal solutions in non-Markov
environments. However, Wilson (1994) suggested that if internal memory were needed,
the coupling between posting and reading classifiers would be improved if the memory
were embodied in a small bit register instead of a list of messages. He observed that
in many problems, decisions needing past information often require only one or a few
bits. This paper reports on experiments in which the bit-register memory scheme was
incorporated into XCS and investigated in a series of four, increasingly complex, grid-like,
non-Markov environments termed Woods101, Maze7, Woods101 21 , and Woods102. Direct
implementation of the bit-register (XCSM) gave near-optimal performance in Woods101
but not in Maze7. Phenomena observed with Maze7 led to an extension, compound exploration,
in which the exploration strategy chose internal actions (register settings) deterministically,
while selection of external actions remained probabilistic. The resulting system, XCSMH,
achieved optimal performance in Maze7. XCSMH was used with the third and fourth
environments also, but performance was well short of optimal and led to a second extension
in which the size of the memory register was made somewhat greater than the number of
bits strictly necessary to resolve the aliasing. This register redundancy produced near-optimal
performance in Woods101 21 and optimal performance in Woods102. Conceptually, the two
extensions and their results are seen from the point of view of reliably evolving a stable
internal coding, or language, to disambiguate aliased states.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the perceptual aliasing problem and review related work on it. Section 4 reviews XCS and describes
both the bit-register implementation XCSM and the design of experiments. Experiments
with XCSM in Woods101 and Maze7 are presented in Sections 5 and analyzed in Section 6.
Section 7 motivates and introduces compound exploration. The resulting system, XCSMH,
is tried on Maze7 and Woods101 21 in Sections 7 and 8. Register redundancy is motivated and
introduced in Section 8, where it permits XCSMH to solve Woods101 21 to near-optimality.
In Section 9, XCSMH solves to optimality the most difficult environment, Woods102, using
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However, there are cases in which perceptual aliasing cannot be solved by increasing
the agent’s sensory capabilities. For instance, in robot navigation tasks, T-junctions between
corridors may look the same no matter what sensors the agent has. If we cannot make the
environment Markov, we can give the agent a memory mechanism to cope with the lack of
sensory information. The idea is that, since the agent cannot rely on its current inputs to
determine the best action, it can use memory to encode something about the past that can
be used in conjunction with current inputs to make correct decisions. For instance, in the
gift packing task the agent could use memory to remember whether it had already put the
gift inside the box. The environment plus memory would then be Markov.

Optimal Performance in Non-Markov Environments
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Figure 1: An example of a state environment (a) and a woods environment (b). The two
environments represent the same learning problem.
sufficient register redundancy. Interpretation and implications of the results are presented
in Section 10.

2 Perceptual Aliasing and Internal Memory
The distinction between Markov and non-Markov problems depends both on the agent’s
sensory equipment and on the environment. Thus, before we can discuss learning in nonMarkov environments, we must define what the agent can sense and what the environment
looks like.
2.1 Environments and Agents
In the literature, two types of environments have been employed to study learning classifier systems: state environments (Riolo, 1988; Smith, 1994) and woods environments
(Wilson, 1985, 1994). State environments are described by directed graphs in which nodes
represent the agent’s sensations (so-called environmental states), while edges represent the
effect of actions in each state. Edges are usually labeled with the action and sometimes with
a transition probability (in case the effect of an action is probabilistic). The agent’s task is
to learn the shortest path to goal states. In an alternative representation, the nodes denote
actual environmental states; in this case, the agent’s sensations are indicated by labels on the
edges. An example of a state environment of the first kind is depicted in Figure 1(a). There
are four states (s0 , s1 , s2 , and F); the unique goal state is F, and there are eight possible
actions (N, S, E, W, NE, SE, NO, and SO). The environment is deterministic since no probability
values are associated with edges.
Woods environments are grids in which, for example, each cell can contain an obstacle

T, a goal F, or can be empty. As in state environments, the agent has to learn the shortest

path to the goal state. The agent senses the environment by means of Boolean sensors
that report features of the contents of each adjacent cell. In this paper, the agent has two
Boolean sensors for each of the eight adjacent cells. The agent can move into any adjacent
cell that is free. Figure 1(b) shows a simple example of a (toroidal) woods environment.
To study learning in non-Markov environments, we will use woods environments
because, in our opinion, they are more intuitive and make the problem definition accessible
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Figure 2: The Woods101 environment.

to a larger and more diverse audience. Furthermore, state environments can easily become
obscure, even for simple learning problems. In fact, the state environment in Figure 1(a)
and the grid in Figure 1(b) represent the same learning problem, but the grid representation
is surely clearer.
The woods environments in this paper are all deterministic, so our results do not
necessarily extend to general, i.e., probabilistic, non-Markov environments. However,
Lanzi and Colombetti (1999) reported successful results with XCS in probabilistic Markov
environments.
2.2 Internal Memory
The Woods101 environment (Cliff and Ross, 1994; McCallum, 1996) shown in Figure 2 is
non-Markov since it has two distinct positions, indicated by the arrows, which the agent
senses as identical but that require different optimal actions. In the right aliased position,
the optimal action is “go south-west;” in the left aliased position, the optimal action is “go
south-east.” When the agent is in one of these positions it cannot decide which is the
correct action solely considering its current inputs.
Perceptual aliasing in Woods101 would be easily solved if the agent could remember
from which part of the grid it entered the aliased positions. If the agent enters the aliased
position from the left corridor, the correct action will be “go south-east;” if the agent enters
the aliased position from the right corridor, the optimal action will be “go south-west.” To
behave optimally in Woods101, given that we cannot enhance the agent’s sensory equipment
to make Woods101 Markov, the agent needs some form of memory to cope with the lack of
information provided by its sensors.
We can follow two approaches to add memory to the agent. We can explicitly give
the agent a “history window” where previous inputs are stored; the agent can then use the
history window to make its decisions. From the agent’s point of view, decisions are made
like: “I sensed p1 . . . pn , now I sense p, therefore the best action is a.” The history window
extends the agent’s input vector by including inputs from previous time steps so that the new
problem becomes Markov. But the agent’s input space grows exponentially in the size of
396
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the history window. Accordingly, specific algorithms are often developed in order to reduce
that growing complexity and also to identify the minimum amount of past information that
is needed to make the problem Markov (McCallum, 1996).
As noted, Holland’s idea was that the classifier system would evolve message posting
and reading strategies that lead to high performance in situations where past information is
required, such as non-Markov environments. Holland’s approach is not a history window
since past inputs are not explicitly stored. Instead, a Darwinian process is relied upon
to evolve appropriate messages and classifiers. Unfortunately, Holland’s classifier system
model has shown only limited success on non-Markov problems (Robertson and Riolo,
1988; Smith, 1994). One problem with Holland’s model may be that internal messages
are of the same length as environmental input messages, which are usually rather long.
The length makes it difficult to evolve both appropriate messages and classifier conditions
that match them. Also, internal state is encoded in a list of many messages. While in
principle this allows numerous candidate linkages between messages and classifiers, the
added complexity could be a drawback in problems where it is not actually necessary.
Wilson (1994) observed that in many problems just one or a few stored bits are needed
to make decisions based on past information and suggested that sufficient internal memory
could be embodied in a small bit register instead of a list of messages. A small memory would
also simplify the coupling between posting and reading classifiers. In the proposal, the agent
was given a register where it could store information—as little as one bit—that might be
useful to disambiguate aliased situations. The aim was to find a minimal framework in which
successful evolution of internal state would occur and could be studied. As in the Holland
classifier system, past experience is not stored explicitly as in the history-based approach,
but the agent must, through a Darwinian process, in effect, learn to use the memory to
solve perceptual aliasing. For example, consider an agent with a one bit memory register R
that must solve Woods101 optimally; the agent can read the register and can write in it. A
possible optimal policy for Woods101 using the register R (see Figure 3) consists of using R
to remember, in effect, from which part of the grid the agent entered the aliased position.
If the agent is in the left side of the maze, it sets R to 0; if the agent is in the right side of
the maze, it sets R to 1. When entering an aliased position, the agent selects the action to
Evolutionary Computation
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Figure 3: An optimal policy in Woods101 for an agent with one bit of internal memory. Lines
in each position indicate the best action that the policy suggests. The notation “R . . . ”
means that the register is set before the agent moves; “R?. . . ” means that the agent moves
only if the register contents are set as specified.
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perform depending on the value of the register R: if R contains 0, the agent performs the
action “go south-east;” if R contains 1, the agent performs the action “go south-west.”

3 Related Work
In the literature, many different methods have been proposed to deal with perceptual
aliasing. In the simplest case, aliasing is simply ignored and the same algorithms, e.g.,
Q-learning, are applied that would be optimal if the problem was Markov (Chrisman and
Littman, 1993). Such methods usually perform poorly, and moreover, Littman (1994)
showed that finding the optimal memoryless policy for a non-Markov problem is NP-hard.
Results can be improved if stochastic policies are considered (Jaakkola et al., 1995) or
if a complete model of the underlying non-Markov problem is available. In this case,
approximate solutions can be searched (Hansen, 1998; Hauskrecht, 1998; Meuleau et al.,
1999) as well as optimal ones (Kaelbling et al., 1998).
All other methods use some sort of memory. One way to include memory in a reinforcement learning algorithm like Q-learning is to use a recurrent neural network to
represent the Q-values. The resulting network will predict payoff values that implicitly
depend on past observations (Lin and Mitchell, 1992; Schmidhuber, 1991). This approach
works well on small problems but may suffer from local optima in complex problems. Otherwise, as noted previously, the agent can use a finite window of observations to restore the
Markov property (McCallum, 1995).
In traditional learning classifier systems, past observations are represented, implicitly,
by internal messages. Robertson and Riolo (1988) applied the Holland framework, with
modifications, to the non-Markov task of predicting the next letter in a sequence consisting
of endless repetitions of “yhwh.” Final performance reached approximately 70% correct
predictions. Using a “triggered chaining operator” to encourage condition/message couplings, performance reached 90%. At the same time, performance reached 100% in at least
one Markov environment, indicating that this level of performance was not precluded by
the algorithm. Smith (1994) found it not possible to obtain optimal performance (best was
75%) or policies in a very basic non-Markov environment. He carefully analyzed Holland’s
framework and identified a number of respects in which it can fail in non-Markov environments. Notably, Smith identified a classifier rule and message assignment problem that
anticipates our “colors” discussion in Section 8.
Classifier “corporations” (Wilson and Goldberg, 1989) offer an alternative approach
to the non-Markov problem. Corporations are clusters of classifiers within the population
that act as a unit under the genetic algorithm and/or in performance. The relevance to non398
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When comparing the history window and memory register approaches, note that in
the former method, perceptual aliasing is solved by coupling the learning algorithm (Qlearning in McCallum (1996)) with specific algorithms responsible for storing history and
for identifying the minimum amount of necessary past experiences. In the memory register
approach, the same learning algorithm (ZCS in Cliff and Ross (1994), XCS in this paper)
is intended both to solve perceptual aliasing and learn the optimal paths to the goal state.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the memory register, or any classifier system approach,
is that perceptual aliasing is resolved not by storing and/or calculating past information but
by evolving symbols, i.e., register settings or messages, that are sufficient to represent needed
past information without storing it explicitly. As such it may cast light on the broad problem
of how symbols can arise in learning systems.

Optimal Performance in Non-Markov Environments

Markov problems is that if classifiers of a corporation form an obligatory performance chain,
then the firing of a classifier earlier in the chain, in effect, creates a remembered context
for later classifiers in the chain; i.e., the past is encoded via classifier firings instead of
messages. Smith (1994) suggested this application of corporations and provided an indirect
experiment. Tomlinson and Bull (1998, 1999a) implemented and developed the idea using
ZCS and then XCS (Tomlinson and Bull, 1999b). Both implementations achieved some
success, but not optimality, on a class of non-Markov environments. HQ learning (Wiering
and Schmidhuber, 1998) is a non-classifier approach that somewhat similarly encodes past
information by remembering previously active subagents.

Wilson’s (1994) memory-register proposal was followed by Cliff and Ross (1994) who
reported quite good results with Wilson’s approach added to ZCS (Wilson, 1994), although
optimal performance was not obtained. Furthermore, Cliff and Ross (1994) suggested that
the approach would not scale up. Tomlinson and Bull (1998) also tried using a memory
register with ZCS; performance in the easiest of their environments was not better than
85%. Optimal performance in non-Markov environments was reported by Lanzi (1998a)
when he added the memory register to XCS.
Recently, Peshkin et al. (1999) applied the memory-register idea to tabular SARSA(),
reporting interesting results for simple non-Markov problems.

4 The XCS Classifier System and Internal Memory
Classifiers in XCS have three main parameters: (i) the prediction p, which estimates the
payoff that the system expects if the classifier is used; (ii) the prediction error , which
estimates the error of the prediction p; and (iii) the fitness F , which estimates the accuracy
of the payoff prediction given by p.
On each time step, the system input is used to build a match set [M] containing the
classifiers in the population whose condition part matches the current sensory inputs. If the
match set does not contain any classifiers, a new classifier that matches the current inputs
is created through covering. For each possible action ai in [M], a system prediction P (ai )
is computed as the fitness weighted average of the predictions of classifiers that advocate
action ai in [M]. P (ai ) estimates the payoff that the system expects if action ai is performed.
Action selection can be deterministic, i.e., the action with the highest system prediction is
chosen, or probabilistic, i.e., the action is chosen with a certain probability among the possible
actions.
Classifiers in [M] that advocate the selected action form the current action set [A]. The
selected action is then performed in the environment, and a scalar reward r is returned to
the system together with a new input configuration.
Classifier parameters are updated on each time-step. In sequential problems such as
those considered here, the updates occur in the action set [A],1 from the previous timestep, which is saved for the purpose. First, a Q-learning-like payoff P is computed: P =
r,1 + maxaP (a), where r,1 is the reward on the previous time-step, P (a) are the system
predictions for the current time-step, and is a discount factor (0 <  1). Then, each
Evolutionary Computation
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Stolzmann (1999) applied his non-evolutionary “anticipatory classifier system” to nonMarkov robotic environments and obtained good performance, though apparently not
optimal. Earlier states were explicitly remembered and used to disambiguate states that
appeared to be aliased.
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classifier in [A],1 is updated as follows. The prediction p is updated using the Widrow-Hoff
delta rule (Widrow and Hoff, 1960) with learning rate (0   1): p
p + (P , p).
The prediction error  is updated with the formula: 
 + (jP , pj , ). The fitness
update is slightly more complex. Initially, the prediction error is used to calculate the
accuracy  of each classifier as  = 0:1(=0),n for  > 0 , else  = 1. Then, each classifier’s
relative accuracy 0 is computed: 0 = = [A],1 . Finally, the fitnesses are adjusted:
F F + (0 , F ).

P

Subsumption deletion (Wilson, 1998) was not used in the experiments of this paper.
“Specify” (Lanzi, 1999) was enabled but was not observed to be active. The power-law
calculation of , above, is a change from the exponential calculation in Wilson (1995). The
power law has been found to work better in multistep problems; it improves discrimination between classifiers with low errors. A value of n = 5 appears to produce the best
results: smaller values insufficiently suppress over-general classifiers and higher values are
unnecessary. All experiments in this paper used n = 5.
4.1 Adding Memory to XCS
Adding memory to XCS following Wilson’s (1994) proposal, and as implemented by Cliff
and Ross (1994) on ZCS, is straightforward. An internal register with b bits is added to the
XCS architecture; classifiers are extended with an internal condition and an internal action
that XCS uses, respectively, to examine and to modify the contents of the internal register.
Internal conditions and internal actions consist of b characters in the ternary alphabet
f0,1,#g. For internal conditions, the symbols retain the same meaning they have for the
external condition, but they are matched against the corresponding bits of the internal
register. For internal actions, 0 and 1 set the corresponding bit of the internal register to 0
and 1, respectively; don’t care symbols (#) leave the corresponding bits unmodified. There
are nine possible external actions: eight moves and one null action that the agent can use
to remain stationary in the environment while performing only internal actions. The nine
actions are encoded using two symbols in the alphabet f0, 1, #g. Internal conditions and
internal actions can be initialized randomly or by the covering operator.
The above scheme for using an internal register is somewhat reminiscent of Holland
et al.’s (1986) “tags” concept. Tags are label bits in messages and conditions intended to
cause the evolution of messages that play different broad roles in the system. The distinction
between environmental and internal state messages is one such role difference. However,
the register scheme is primitive in comparison. Messages and conditions have, in effect,
fixed, non-adaptive tags; a single environmental input register and a single internal state
register replace the message list; and the latter register is small and unrelated in length to
the former. The register scheme is an effort to find a minimal classifier system architecture
400
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The genetic algorithm is applied to [A],1 , though not usually on every time-step.
It selects two classifiers with probability proportional to their fitnesses, copies them, and
with probability  performs crossover on the copies; then, with probability  it mutates
each allele. The resulting offspring are inserted into the population and two classifiers are
deleted. The deletion probability of a classifier is proportional to a statistic, associated with
the classifier, that keeps an average of the number of classifiers in the action sets in which
the classifier occurs. The effect is that action sets tend toward roughly the same size, thus
equalizing resources (classifiers) among “niches” (action sets). In addition, this deletion
probability is boosted for very low fitness classifiers, provided they have been updated
sufficiently often (Kovacs, 1999). See Wilson (1995, 1998) for further XCS details.

Optimal Performance in Non-Markov Environments

that performs well in nontrivial, non-Markov environments.

In the rest of the paper, we refer to XCS with an internal memory of b bits as XCSMb,
to XCSM when the discussion is independent of the size b of the register, and finally to
XCS(M) when considering both XCS and XCSM models. Later we shall introduce a further
modification called XCSMH.

4.2 Design of Experiments
Each experiment consists of a number of problems that the agent must solve. For each
problem, the agent is randomly placed in an empty cell of the environment; then the agent
moves under the control of the classifier system until it reaches the goal, receives a constant
reward, and the problem ends.
Each problem is either a learning problem or a test problem. In a learning problem, the
agent selects actions (external/internal action combinations) randomly1 from those having
system predictions (i.e., those represented in the match set). During a learning problem,
the system is said to solve the problem in exploration (Wilson, 1995). In a test problem,
actions are selected deterministically: the external/internal action combination with the
highest prediction is selected. This is also termed solving the problem in exploitation. The
genetic algorithm is in operation during learning problems, but it does not operate during
test problems. The covering operator is always enabled but operates only if needed. At
the beginning of a new problem, the agent decides with probability 0.5 whether it will
solve a learning problem or a test problem. Thus learning and test problems approximately
alternate.
The agent’s performance is computed as the average number of steps to the goal
position in the past 50 test problems. After some number of problems, learning is usually
turned off, and all further problems are solved as test problems. The period before learning
is turned off is termed the learning period; the period afterward is called the testing period.
Use of test problems during the learning period allows monitoring of learning progress.
Test problems afterward evaluate the final attained performance. All statistics in this paper
are averaged over ten experiments.

1 Later, using compound exploration, the selection will be only partly random.
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XCS with internal memory (XCSM) works like XCS. At the beginning of each problem,
the internal register is initialized setting all b bits to zero. At each time step, the match set
[M], the system predictions, and the action set [A] are formed essentially as in XCS. The
differences are that in XCSM, internal conditions must also match when building [M], and
each combination of an external and an internal action results in a distinct system prediction.
The action set [A] is created as in XCS, but all classifiers in it have the same external/internal
action combination. The external action and the internal action are performed in parallel:
the former is sent to the environment, the latter modifies the internal register. In XCSM
the classifier parameters are updated and the genetic algorithm works as in XCS. The
classifier parts occur in the order: external condition, internal condition, internal action,
external action (Cliff and Ross, 1994), but crossover and mutation treat the classifier as an
undifferentiated string from f0, 1, #g.
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Figure 4: Performance of XCSM1 in Woods101. Population size is set to 800 classifiers.
The optimum average performance is 2.90 steps per problem. The average random walk
to the goal from random starting cells is approximately 110 steps.

5 Experiments in Simple Non-Markov Environments
In the first experiment, we applied XCSM with one bit of memory (XCSM1) to Woods101
(Figure 2), which was employed by Cliff and Ross (1994) to test the extension of ZCS
with internal memory. XCSM1 used a population size N of 800 classifiers. The external
reward for reaching the “F” (moving toward it from the adjacent cell) was 1000; external
reward for all other actions was zero. Parameters were set as follows: =0.2, =0.71, =
25, 0 =10.0, =0.8, =0.01, and =0.5, following settings in Wilson (1995). During the
last 2000 problems, learning was turned off to test the final solution evolved. Recall that
during the learning period, the genetic algorithm is in operation and actions are selected
randomly; during testing, the genetic algorithm is not in operation and the best actions are
always selected.
Figure 4 shows that XCSM1 converged to near-optimal performance during the testing
period. By manual inspection, the final policies for each of the ten runs were optimal, so
that departure of the plot from the optimum line was statistical due to the random starting
position on each problem. However, repetition of the experiment with different random
seeds sometimes produced an experiment in which one or two runs had policies in which
the internal register was set suboptimally in one cell of the environment. Consequently, we
will be cautious and term XCSM1’s performance in this experiment “near-optimal.”
During the learning period (first 6500 problems), the performance oscillated somewhat
above the optimum despite the fact that the curve records performance on test problems
only. Examination of classifier populations during the learning period revealed that an
optimal policy was often present. However, as further discussed in Section 6.1, and in
contrast to XCS’s behavior in Markov environments, exploration of internal actions can
apparently sometimes cause an optimal policy to be lost, at least temporarily. Nevertheless,
once exploration stopped, the solution converged as described.
402
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Woods101 is a simple problem in that the optimal solution requires the agent to visit at
most one aliased position before reaching a nearby goal state. We introduced Maze7 (Lanzi,
1998a) to test XCSM in a more challenging environment where the agent had to visit more
aliased positions and perform longer sequences of actions before it reached the goal.
Maze7, depicted in Figure 5, is a path of nine cells with a goal at the end; it has
two aliased positions indicated by dashed circles. We applied XCSM1 to Maze7 using a
population of 1600 classifiers; parameters were set as in the previous experiment. Results
are reported in Figure 6; as in the previous experiment, we turned off learning during the
last 2000 problems to test the final evolved solutions.
Figure 6 shows that during learning the performance was quite far from an optimal
solution. When the testing period began, as indicated by the arrow, XCSM1 went through
a peak of very bad performance but eventually produced a solution that was much closer
to the optimum. Examination of populations showed that during learning the agent was
unable to find an optimal policy that could reach the goal from positions near the end of the
corridor. Therefore, XCSM’s performance would drop whenever a problem began in one
of those positions, so the overall performance oscillated heavily. When learning stopped,
the performance fell sharply (the peak), indicating that the final policy caused the agent to
get stuck (loop) in some areas of the environment. XCSM detects this situation because
the predictions of the classifiers involved dramatically decrease (Wilson, 1995), and it starts
replacing them through covering.2 Thus the final solution was formed almost completely of
classifiers created by the covering operator. Quite remarkably, it was not far from optimal.
This result suggested that XCSM1 might evolve a reasonably good solution for Maze7
using covering alone! We tested this by applying XCSM1 to Maze7 in an experiment with
no genetic algorithm and completely deterministic action selection. Note that under this
regime, XCSM1 implements a greedy search for the optimal policy. Figure 7 reports the
average performance of this greedy XCSM1 with a solid line. The two dashed lines represent
the best and the worst performances over the ten runs, respectively. The analysis of single
runs showed that in many cases greedy XCSM converged fairly close to the optimum (lower
dashed line in Figure 7) but sometimes evolved an unstable solution (upper dashed line in
Figure 7).
These results suggest that a merely greedy version of XCSM might be a useful approach
2 Recall that the covering operator was enabled during both learning and testing.
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Figure 5: The Maze7 environment. The two aliased positions, (a) on the left and (b) on the
right, are indicated by dashed circles.
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Figure 6: Performance of XCSM1 in Maze7. The curve is averaged over ten experiments.
The optimum is 4.33.
to solving general non-Markov problems. But a series of experiments (not reported) showed
that greedy XCSM is increasingly likely to converge to a highly suboptimal solution as
the complexity of the environment increases. Finally, since generalization in XCS(M) is
achieved through exploration and use of the genetic algorithm, this version of XCSM
effectively throws away all generalization capability.

6 Analysis of the Results
6.1 Explaining XCSM’s Behavior in Maze7
Returning to regular XCSM, we made a hypothesis to explain its failure to reach an optimal
policy in Maze7. Consider the two aliased positions in Maze7, indicated in Figure 5 by the
dashed circles. An optimal policy that disambiguated the two aliased positions (a) and (b)
might include two classifiers that advocate, respectively, the actions: “go-south” when the
internal register is set to 1 in position (a), and “go-north” when the internal register contains
0 in position (b). Suppose that XCSM has successfully evolved such a policy and that, at
this point, the system starts exploration. Since during exploration the system selects actions
randomly, in particular, internal actions, it may happen that the agent enters position (b)
with the internal register set to 1. The agent can now select any of the actions that appear in
the match set and, for example, may try the action “go-south.” If this occurs, the classifiers
that match position (b) are the same ones that predict the optimal action in position (a). But
in these two positions, the action “go-south” has different payoffs. Therefore, classifiers
that are optimal in (a) become inaccurate when tried in (b) because they are applied in the
same situation with different payoff levels. Accordingly, since in XCSM classifier fitness is
based on accuracy, their fitnesses decrease. As a consequence, they reproduce less and may
be selected for deletion through the evolutionary process.
These considerations suggested the hypothesis that, at least in Maze7, any optimal pol404
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Figure 7: Performance of XCSM1 in Maze7 when the system works only in exploitation:
the genetic algorithm is not operating and the best action is always selected. The solid
curve represents the average performance over ten runs. Lower dashed line and upper
dashed line are, respectively, an example of stable near optimal performance and of unstable
performance.

icy discovered during the learning period would tend to be disrupted by further exploration
of internal actions. If an optimal policy was not present at the beginning of the testing
period, final performance could not be optimal. The hypothesis suggested that exploration
of internal actions has quite different consequences from exploration of external actions and
would have to be handled in a new way.
6.2 Verification of the Hypothesis
To verify whether our explanation of XCSM’s suboptimal behavior in Maze7 was correct, we
applied a version of XCSM in which the action with the highest payoff was always selected
(both during learning and during testing), while the genetic algorithm was in operation, as
usual, during learning. This experimental regime was identical to that of Figure 6 except
that action-selection was deterministic during learning. Our aim was to verify that the
suboptimal behavior observed earlier depended on the action selection strategy, namely on
exploration of internal actions. To be clear, let us distinguish the random, reinforcementlearning-like exploration of internal actions from the exploration of internal actions that the
GA performs via genetic operators. From now on, we shall term the former RL-exploration
and the latter GA-exploration whenever the distinction is important.
We applied this version of XCSM in Maze7 with the same settings we used in the
previous experiments. The results reported in Figure 8 show that with these settings
XCSM1 converged almost immediately to an essentially stable optimal solution, supporting
our hypothesis that in non-Markov environments, RL-exploration of internal actions can
interfere with learning. Separately, we note that the regime in this experiment differed
from that of the experiment with greedy XCSM only in that the GA was active here. Yet
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Figure 8: Performance of XCSM1 in Maze7 with deterministic action selection. The genetic
algorithm is operating during learning, but the best action is selected both in learning and
in testing.
the optimum was reliably reached in this experiment, whereas it was not reached with
greedy XCSM. This suggests that, even without RL-exploration of actions, the exploration
performed by the genetic algorithm itself is sufficient for convergence to an optimal solution
in Maze7.
Our analysis would appear to be general and should apply in all the environments. On
the other hand, in Section 5 we showed that XCSM1 solves Woods101 near-optimally, so
it might appear that our explanation is contradicted by those positive results. Indeed, if we
examine the Woods101 population during the learning period, we also note that classifiers
that are optimal in one of the two aliased positions may eventually become inaccurate
because they get tried in both the aliased positions. However, since in Woods101 these
positions are near to the goal state, they are visited frequently. Moreover, since these
positions are symmetric with respect to the goal, the payoff levels in both positions are
similar. Thus, the classifiers that advocate the optimal actions in the two aliased positions
are apparently able to survive, even if they may be applied to situations that have different
payoff levels. It is true that in XCS(M) inaccurate classifiers are deleted through evolution
(i.e., they tend to reproduce less and are consequently deleted). But this evolutionary
mechanism is relatively slow so that in Woods101 its effects may be counterbalanced by the
frequent exploitation of those classifiers that form the optimal policy. In contrast, in Maze7:
(i) The two aliased positions are not symmetric with respect to the goal state; thus, the
payoff levels of the same action are very different in the two positions.
(ii) Aliased position (a) is near to the goal, therefore, it is visited more frequently than
position (b) located at the end of the corridor.
The reasons for the difference in XCSM performance between Maze7 and Woods101 now
appear clear. Because of (i), in Maze7 the classifiers that are optimal in a certain aliased
406
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position are more likely to become inaccurate when they are tried in the other aliased
position. Because of (ii), those classifiers that are optimal in (a) tend to survive because they
are tried frequently in (a) and seldom in (b). At the same time, classifiers that are optimal
in (b) tend to be selected for deletion because they are often tried in (a) and seldom in (b).
Thus a learning regime in which RL-exploration was suppressed, and the search was
conducted solely by the GA (and covering, as required), appeared to be a viable approach
for evolving optimal policies in non-Markov environments. Unfortunately, experiments
(not reported) in the more complex environments Woods101 21 and Woods102 gave poor
performance. It seemed that some form of RL-exploration was necessary, so we looked for
a suitable modification of XCSM.

According to its definition, XCSM should learn an optimal policy in partially observable
environments by evolving a strategy to associate the content of the internal memory to
the actual agent position in the environment so as to solve aliased situations. We showed
that in XCSM, since actions are selected randomly during RL-exploration, the agent may
enter the same position with different memory settings. When this happens, the memory
mechanism becomes useless with respect to the perceptual aliasing problem, because the
contents of internal memory are no longer related to the absolute agent position.
7.1 Description of XCSMH
We now introduce an extension to XCSM called XCSMH, which appears capable of learning
an optimal policy in much more difficult partially observable environments. XCSMH
retains the major characteristics of XCSM, while it differs from it in two important respects:




In XCSMH, internal actions are performed only if the associated external action results
in a change in the sensory inputs; that is, if the agent perceptions have changed.
During learning, XCSMH employs a compound action selection strategy: the system
first selects the internal action deterministically; then, it selects the external action
randomly as usual.

These changes are closely related to the analysis of XCSM behavior we presented in the
previous sections. In the following, we discuss each change in detail.
Internal Actions In the previous section, we observed that the main problem of XCSM
is that, via RL-exploration, internal actions can occur independently of the agent’s position
in the environment. However, there are two additional ways that the relation to the
environment can be lost: (1) the agent executes a null external action, but the internal
state is changed; (2) the agent “bounces” off an obstacle, returning to its starting cell,
but again, the internal state has been changed. We decided to tighten the association
between internal state and agent perceptions by (1) eliminating null actions, and (2) taking
an internal action only if the external action has caused a new sensory input. These changes
were incorporated into XCSMH. Internal memory does not represent the result of the
execution of an internal program anymore (Cliff and Ross, 1994) because the register cannot
be updated independently from what the agent experiences in the environment. Rather, in
XCSMH, internal memory is intended to give a compact representation of the agent’s past
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sensory experience. (The change means that XCSMH can no longer “sit and think,” thus
losing computational completeness; the sacrifice does not seem major at the present stage
of understanding!) These changes in the handling of the internal register were tested in
conjunction with compound action selection below and found to improve performance.




First, the agent selects the internal action corresponding to the internal/external action
pair predicting the highest payoff, i.e., to the highest system prediction.
Then, the agent selects the external action randomly from among the action pairs
having the selected internal action.

This compound action selection strategy selects the internal action deterministically so
that, in each environmental niche, the classifiers that advocate the best internal action will
tend to survive; the external action is selected randomly, as usual, to guarantee an adequate
exploration of the environment.
All further experiments in this paper used XCSMH, which incorporated both changes
described in this section: compound action selection and performance of internal actions
only when the sensory input has changed. Compound action selection has the predominant
effect on performance.
7.2 XCSMH vs. XCSM
We compared XCSMH and XCSM in Maze7 using the same parameter settings used in
the previous experiments. Results reported in Figure 9 show that the compound action
selection strategy does improve XCSM performance. In fact, XCSMH1 (solid line) performs significantly better that XCSM1 (dashed line) and, in the testing period, rapidly
converges to an optimal policy for Maze7.3 Note also that even during the learning period,
XCSMH1 reaches optimality for significant intervals. Comparing XCSMH1 and XCSM1
in Woods101 (not reported), we found that the performance of the two systems was almost
identical (Lanzi, 1998b).
7.3 A Linguistic Interpretation of the Results
To solve a non-Markov problem, XCSM has to develop a strategy to associate the content of
internal memory to the agent’s actual position in the environment. This strategy is formed
by (i) classifiers that properly set the content of internal memory before the system enters
3 The vertical scale of Figure 9 has been reduced in order to better compare the performances of the two systems
with respect to the optimal performance. Unfortunately, part of the peak corresponding to XCSM1 performance
goes off-scale.
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Compound Action Selection The main change we introduced in XCSMH concerns the
agent’s action selection strategy during learning. As previously discussed, random action
selection may cause the agent to enter the same aliased position with different configurations
of internal memory. Consequently, XCSM can fail to associate the current content of the
internal memory with the actual position in the environment. In XCSMH, we replaced
the usual random action selection strategy with a compound action selection strategy to
limit the set of internal actions that the agent can perform in each position. As a result,
XCSMH tends to associate a specific internal memory configuration with each position in
the environment. The new RL-exploration strategy we proposed works as follows:
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Figure 9: Comparison of the new XCSMH1 (solid line) and XCSM1 (dashed line) in Maze7.
an aliased position; and (ii) classifiers that exploit those settings to behave optimally in the
aliased situations.
These classifiers can be viewed as agents trying to develop a common lexicon (Steels,
1996). There are agents, the classifiers in (i), that try to develop a language whose symbols
are used to mark aliased situations. There are agents, the classifiers in (ii), that try to associate
a meaning to those symbols, i.e., what actual position in the environment corresponds to a
specific internal memory configuration. To use the internal memory effectively implies that
XCSM must both create an appropriate internal language of feasible memory configurations
and learn to associate a meaning to that language by binding each memory configuration to
a specific aliased position. Note that the memory configurations need not describe the true
environmental state exhaustively; they only need to contain enough information to permit
unambiguous discrimination of states that are aliased.
From this perspective, the experiments with Maze7 suggest that for XCSM it is difficult
to develop both the language and the meaning at once. Our analysis shows that incoherence
can arise in the meaning of a specific language symbol because the same symbol (memory
configuration) might be associated with different meanings (aliased positions). The idea of
the compound action selection strategy of XCSMH is to try to fix the internal language by
limiting its exploration and letting the system focus on the evolution of a correct meaning.
In fact, in XCSMH the internal language is searched by the genetic algorithm alone,4 i.e.,
by GA-exploration, while the meaning is searched, as usual, both through RL-exploration
of external actions and through the GA.

8 More Than Two Aliased Positions
Both Woods101 and Maze7 have only two aliased positions; accordingly, they can be solved
by an agent with one bit of internal memory. In this section, we extend those results by
4 Because internal actions are selected deterministically.
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Figure 10: The Woods101 21 environment.
applying XCSMH in an environment, Woods101 21 , for which an optimal policy requires
more than one bit of memory. Woods101 21 , depicted in Figure 10(a), has four different
positions that the agent perceives as identical (see Figure 10(b) but require four distinct
optimal actions. To disambiguate these positions, the agent needs at least two memory
bits to represent four distinct memory configurations. A possible optimal solution for
Woods101 21 using a memory register R having two bits is depicted in Figure 11. As with
Woods101 (Figure 3), the optimal policy for Woods101 21 consists of properly setting register
R before entering an aliased position. Then, when the agent enters an aliased position, it
selects the best action according to the content of R.
We applied XCSMH with two bits of memory (XCSMH2) in Woods101 21 in order
to test whether XCSMH can exploit internal memory to disambiguate the four aliased
positions. The population size was set to 2800 classifiers.5 Parameters were set as in the
initial experiments with XCSM1; as usual, during the last 2000 problems, we turned off
learning to test the final policy.
The results reported in Figure 12 (upper dotted curve) show that in Woods101 21 ,
XCSMH2 converges to a policy that is about one step from optimal. Analysis of individual
runs indicated that the system could not evolve a policy capable of solving all four aliased
situations at once. The final policies would usually disambiguate at most three out of
the four aliased positions. These results suggested that the approach based on the internal
memory register might not be scalable to more complex problems. However, let us consider
how the agent exploits the internal memory to cope with perceptual aliasing.
To disambiguate the four aliased positions in Woods101 21 , the agent must evolve a
policy whereby, before entering one of those positions, the internal register is properly
stamped so that when the agent faces an aliased situation, it can in effect determine its actual
5 In general, population sizes were set large enough so that, except in the initial problems, covering did not
occur during the learning period.
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Figure 11: An optimal policy for Woods101 21 with an internal register
Figure 3 for notation.

R of two bits.

See

position by looking at the register. The agent solves perceptual aliasing by taking a decision
like: “Register R is set to 01, therefore, I should be in the aliased position at ‘south-east,’
and the best action is ‘go south-west’ (see Figure 11). From this perspective, the different
configurations of internal memory can be seen as “colors” that the agent can use to “mark”
the different aliased positions. When the environment can be solved with one bit of internal
memory, just two colors are needed. When the environment requires two bits of internal
memory, four colors are needed. Note that there is a direct relation between the number
of colors that an environment requires and the number of distinct optimal solutions: the
more the colors, the more possible assignments of colors to aliased states. In particular, in
Woods101 and in Maze7 there are only two strategies that can be used to disambiguate the
two aliased situations, while in Woods101 21 there are 4! different strategies. This may be
considered a positive aspect of Woods101 21 since more admissible solutions means that the
system has more chances to find an optimum. Still, Woods101 21 is harder than Woods101 to
begin with.
To solve Woods101 21 , XCSMH must evolve a policy that associates a distinct color
(memory configuration) to each aliased position. Note that the agent associates a color to a
particular aliased position without knowing which colors have already been associated with
the other positions. The agent takes a local decision and lets evolution decide which policy
is best. Accordingly, when there are many different aliased positions that must be solved at
once, as in Woods101 21 , it may be difficult for the system to evolve a globally optimal policy.
Let us illustrate this problem with an example.
Consider Woods101 21 and suppose that XCSMH2 has evolved a policy to disambiguate
three of the four aliased situations. When the agent enters the last aliased position, it
should build a proper association between the memory and the position so that the overall
policy becomes globally optimal. Note that the system has three possibilities out of four of
associating the current position with a color that has been already used. Thus XCSMH2 is
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Figure 12: Comparison of the performance of XCSMH2 (solid line) with that of XCSMH4
(dashed line) in Woods101 21 . Population size is set to 2800 classifiers. Curves are averaged
over ten experiments. The optimum is at 3.10.
most likely to choose a color (memory configuration) that is already associated with another
position. When this happens, those classifiers that match the two positions associated to
the same color will become inaccurate because they apply in aliased situations with different
payoff. Consequently, they are likely to be deleted; that is, part of the solution evolved
is corrupted and the system “forgets” what it has learned. There is, however, a certain
probability that in entering the last aliasing situation, the system will associate the correct
memory configuration with that position. Accordingly, we should see from time to time
that an optimal policy is evolved even if only temporarily. But this was not observed in
our experiments. As a possible explanation, we note that in solving an aliased situation the
system must associate the correct color with all the positions that are adjacent to the aliased
situation to guarantee a complete solution. So in Woods101 21 , all the classifiers matching
in three different positions around an aliased cell must associate their internal action with
the correct memory configuration. Therefore, although there is a finite probability that
the system will make the correct association once, the chances that the same association is
selected for all the three adjacent positions is quite small.
At this point, we may think that a solution for this type of problem will be hard to find.
Nevertheless, if our analysis is correct, the reason XCSMH2 does not evolve an optimal
policy in Woods101 21 is simply that it does not have enough colors to differentiate the four
aliased positions. More precisely, it is difficult to solve Woods101 21 having only the exact
number of colors that are sufficient to distinguish the different aliased positions, but a larger
number of color “choices” might make the problem easier.
In a second experiment, we gave more colors to the agent to test whether that would
lead to an optimal policy for Woods101 21 . We applied XCSMH with four bits of internal
memory, XCSMH4, and a population of 2800 classifiers in Woods101 21 . Our hypothesis
was that with more bits the system would have more chances to associate distinct memory
configurations with distinct aliased positions. Figure 12 compares the performance of
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Figure 13: The Woods102 environment.
XCSMH2 (solid line) with that of XCSMH4 and the same population size (dashed line)
in Woods101 21 . XCSMH4 with four bits of internal memory performed much better than
XCSMH2 — in fact, near-optimally, supporting our hypothesis. These results tend to
confirm the “color” analysis. They also recall work of Teller (1994) who used an internal
memory register in a genetic programming approach to a robot task and found that adding
redundant positions to the register improved performance. In their experiments adding
a register to ZCS, Tomlinson and Bull (1998) predicted that adding redundant positions
would improve performance. They were correct, although the improvement turned out to
be quite small.
Based on XCXMH’s results in Woods101 21 , we were encouraged to go back and try
XCSMH on Woods101. With a register size of three, the results were optimal in 20 out of
20 runs.

9 A More Difficult Problem
We now present a final set of experiments using a more difficult environment. Woods102,
depicted in Figure 13, was first introduced by Cliff and Ross (1994). Woods102 has two
aliased situations. One, shown in Figure 13(b), is encountered in four positions of the
environment. The second, shown in Figure 13(c), is encountered in two other positions.
From this it would appear that three memory-register bits are required to resolve perceptual
aliasing. However, since the two situations occur in separate parts of the environment, there
is the possibility that an optimal policy could evolve in which certain register bits are used
for more than one situation, thus requiring fewer bits in all. It is therefore not clear how
large a bit-register is strictly necessary.
We therefore performed experiments using XCSMH with 2-, 4-, and 8-bit memory
registers. The optimum performance in Woods102 is 3.23 steps. The performance for
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Figure 14: Performance of XCSMH8 in Woods102. Population size is set to 6000 classifiers.
Curve is averaged over ten experiments. The optimum is at 3.23
XCSMH2 and XCSMH4 reached 4 and 3.7 steps, respectively (results not shown). Results
for XCSMH8 are shown in Figure 14, where it is seen that XCSMH8 converged to an
optimal policy. Since it seems clear that the number of register bits strictly required to
solve Woods102 is definitely less than eight, these results further confirm the importance of
register redundancy.

10 Summary and Implications
The work reported in this paper contains examples of a learning classifier system achieving near-optimal and optimal performance in quite difficult non-Markov environments.
Schematically, the final system, XCSMH, consisted of three components: (1) the XCS
classifier system, (2) a memory register written into and read by classifier internal actions
and conditions, and (3) a “compound” action-selection strategy in which internal actions
were selected deterministically. The fact that XCSM, which did not contain component
(3), reached near-optimality on Woods101, whereas ZCSM of Cliff and Ross (1994) did not,
suggests that use of XCS was necessary for high performance. The essential difference
between XCS and ZCS lies in the definition of classifier fitness: in XCS it is based on prediction accuracy; in ZCS and traditional classifier systems, on strength, which resembles the
prediction itself. Thus our results suggest the hypothesis that XCS’s way of defining fitness
may be necessary for optimal classifier system performance in non-Markov environments.
XCSMH and XCSM are internal-state classifier systems, but they use a memory register instead of a message list. The memory register is much simpler conceptually and in
implementation than a message list. It is possible that the memory-register architecture can
be applied successfully to more complex non-Markov problems than those here, especially
since decisions about aliased states usually require at most a few bits. A register is in fact
computationally no less general than a list, given that classifiers can write to and read from
subsets of the register’s bits (and assuming XCSMH’s prohibition of internal actions sans
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external actions can be lifted). The question is more one of efficiency: as presently defined,
the register is subject to just one (internal) action per time-step, whereas the message-list
approach permits parallel actions by many classifiers. It is also possible that if the fitness
definition of message-list classifier systems were changed to that of XCS, optimal performance would be obtained more easily than with the register, since the list permits more
candidate condition/message pairings. Both directions should be pursued.

XCSMH’s compound action-selection strategy abandoned probabilistic internal action
selection in favor of deterministic selection, in effect leaving the exploration of internal
actions to the genetic algorithm.6 This appeared to provide sufficient stability to the
“symbol choosing” side of the internal “language” so that the meanings of the symbols could
be evaluated via external action selection without disruption. With that accomplished, the
positive consequence above, the multiplicity of consistent “languages,” came to the fore,
especially when the memory-register size was larger than strictly necessary.
Scale-up is an important issue for learning systems. The question is: how rapidly does
the learning time or system size grow as the problem size grows? Cliff and Ross (1994)
worried that systems using a memory register would not scale up well, because the amount
of needed exploration of internal actions would grow exponentially with the register size.
They assumed that the space of internal actions would need to be explored as thoroughly as
the space of external actions. Our results indicate otherwise. XCSMH reached optimality
using deterministic internal action-selection and GA search; in effect, it was not necessary
to explore all possible settings of the register. Many (sets of) settings will be interpretable
to yield high or optimal performance; it is only necessary to find one of them.
Nevertheless, we did observe that system size and learning time grew with problem
difficulty. To give a crude overall picture, we can compare the experiment with XCSM1
and Woods101 (Figure 4) to the experiment with XCSMH8 and Woods102 (Figure 14).
The time to reach steady-state performance in the learning period goes from about 500
problems to 5000 problems, the population size goes from 800 to 6000, and the number of
possible internal actions goes from 31 = 3 to 38 = 6561. Clearly, the time and resources
required are not rising as fast as the space of possible internal actions, as discussed above.
This is consistent with Wilson’s (1998) hypothesis suggesting that in XCS, the complexity
of the learning process grows as a low-order polynomial of the complexity of the learning
task instead of with the complexity of the search space as in other learning techniques such
as neural networks and nearest-neighboring. Thus the growth in population size, while
considerable, may not be significant in a complexity sense, which is what matters practically.
Apart from this, we are not able at this point to be more precise about scale-up. Note,
6 In the reinforcement learning literature, the value of analogous “on-policy” exploration in non-Markov
environments has been noted (Peshkin et al., 1999). These techniques should certainly be tried with classifier
systems.
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Success of XCSMH on the harder non-Markov problems in this paper resulted from
discoveries and observations that increased our understanding of the nature of internal
actions. Unlike external actions, which have well-defined effects, the effect of an internal
action depends on the classifiers that match the resulting register setting. This has positive
and negative consequences. On the positive side, more than one (and possibly a great many)
coherent sets of classifiers setting and reading the register will be consistent with optimal
performance in a given environment, which can ease the search problem. On the negative
side, the requirement for coherence means that exploration of internal actions in a manner
typical of external actions can readily upset good sets of classifiers before they are complete.
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however, that an environment like Woods102 is tricky in that aliased positions are numerous
and close together. Natural, or real-world synthetic environments may be considerably
larger, but the density of aliased situations will probably be considerably lower. In addition,
spaced aliased situations may permit the system to evolve schemes for reusing register bits.
As a result, the degree of learning complexity added by aliasing to that already present in the
Markov parts of the problem may not be major.

Future work with XCSMH will include implementation in a robotic environment that
is non-Markov due to sensor limitations. Much remains to be done to obtain definitive
results on complexity and to understand more deeply the mechanisms of XCSMH and the
specific policies it evolves to overcome aliasing. We hope that the results reported in this
paper will encourage wider investigation of classifier systems in non-Markov environments.
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The main contributions of this research are: (1) demonstration that a single, small
memory register is a viable approach to classifier system learning in non-Markov environments; (2) introduction of compound action-selection in which sharp performance improvement results from exploring internal and external actions differently; and (3) introduction of
register redundancy, yielding additional performance improvement while staying tractable
computationally. Optimality was the performance criterion. It was not always unambiguously achieved in these early experiments. But the fact that the results were very close to
optimal indicates the approach’s potential and sets a standard for classifier system work in
non-Markov environments.
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